BROKEN ARROWS
By William Thomas

Dating back almost to the Wright Brother’s first flight, which could have been completed
comfortably within its wingspan, the karmically-challenged B-52D strategic high-altitude
bomber was rushed into large-scale production in 1953 with one mission: to obliterate Russia
under a rain of nuclear bombs. Hampered by fuel leaks and other problems, the massive
bombers stressed air force base runways, necessitating $25 million in repaving.
Then it was discovered that the Soviet Union could easily shoot down high-flying bombers. So
SAC (Strategic Air Command) ordered its B-52s to carry out attacks under 500 feet—in all
weather. With its long flexible wings already flapping under high internal fuel loads, low level
wind gusts 200 times more frequent than in the more serene stratosphere, and violent evasive
maneuvers speeded structural fatigue 800-times more than the stresses already incurred by these
“heavies” during take-offs and landings, turbulent mid-air refueling, sonic resonance and stress
corrosion.

With Vietnam War winding up following the “false flag” Gulf of Tonkin deception, the air force
modified the B-52Dogs to carry 24 750-pound bombs under their flexing wings, along with 84
500-pound bombs inside the bomb bay. The result was the ability of nearly invulnerable
formations to carpet bomb square-mile “boxes” of villages and neighborhoods into oblivion in
North Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia—and later, Iraq’s former capitol, Basra.
[www.globalsecurity.org; Bringing The War Home and Scorched Earth by William Thomas]

Nicknamed BUFFS—for “Big Ugly Fat Fuckers” stretched, bloated and widened bombers
designed for 5,000 flight hours eventually accumulated twice as much air time. Tired wings
already burdened by fuel and eight heavy engines, and never designed to carry external
ordnance began developing dangerous cracks. “Sometimes,” notes defensetechorg, “sooner than
predicted.”

To keep them flying, aging B-52 wings were partially re-skinned, wing pylons modified, and
the fuselage strengthened where the wings joined the airframe. The B-52 H model was reengineered to handle these stresses—then loaded down with 20 SRAM missiles weighing an
additional 44,000 pounds!
Jerry Hatch flew the H model back in ‘69-’73 out of upper Michigan. “Great plane then,” he
writes, except, “The big problem in the ‘70’s on the D models out of Thailand was wing spar
cracks. All flights were red lined as one flight only back then.”
Hatch now worries that “the current problem with the BUFF is its ‘upper wing surface’.” NASA
Administrator Sean O’Keefe now notes that B-52s “are now at three-times their design age but
they are still being used.”[www.defensetech.org; www.spaceref.com]
“Just look at B-52 wings in flight, if you want to see some real flex and flap,” accurately writes
a blogger named Mike [www.noahshachtman.com]
ARMED AND DANGEROUS
Stuff happens. Especially in the military where Dangerous Devices are daily dealt with in an
environment of personal and equipment fatigue and stress. When he worked on nuclear armed
B-52’s, air force “nuclear safety classes” taught Marvin Broyhill and other airmen, “Don’t beat
on them with a hammer or start a fire under them.”
Airman Broyhill also worried about the unrelenting stresses on—and airplane wings. “If
subjected to severe stress, it will break,” he later wrote. “Such stress occurs on landing and the
amount of such stress increases with the weight of the plane. if the plane is heavily loaded with
fuel, then the stress can be so great that the backbone will break like a matchstick.”
He also fretted about fuel leaks bringing down the big planes. “There were a lot of valves,”
Broyhill remembers. Complex piping was needed to manage more than 48,000 gallons of fuel
destined for the plane’s eight engines—and the atmosphere.
On January 24, 1961 all of Broyhill’s fears were realized when another B-52 carrying two
nuclear bombs near Goldsboro, North Carolina encountered a violent gust. The giant plane
rolled completely over, came upright, and continued rolling inverted a second time before
whipping into a vicious flat spin and breaking up.
The bomber exploded in mid-air, releasing its payload of two Mark 39 hydrogen bombs. On the
way down, three of the four arming devices on one bomb activated: firing capacitors were
charged and a 100-foot diameter parachute deployed, continuing the arming sequence for midair detonation. According to Daniel Ellsberg, who leaked The Pentagon Papers, “five of the six
safety devices had failed.” Nuclear physicist Ralph Lapp supported this assertion, saying that
“only a single switch”—the pilot’s safe/arm switch—had “prevented the bomb from
detonating.”

The other bomb plunged into a muddy field at around 700 miles per hour and disintegrated. Its
highly enriched uranium core was never recovered. According to Newsweek, President Kennedy
was informed after the accident that “there had been more than 60 accidents involving nuclear
weapons” since World War II, “including two cases in which nuclear-tipped anti-aircraft
missiles were actually launched by inadvertence.” [www.milnet.com; Chicago Tribune Sept
6/07; Mental Floss magazine; www.neatorama.com; en.wikipedia.org]
It wasn’t the first time, SAC had broken a nuclear arrow.
BROKEN ARROWS
Perverting a sacred Native peace symbol, the US military calls any “unexpected event involving
nuclear weapons that result in the accidental launching, firing, detonating, theft or loss of the
weapon” a broken arrow. The Defense Department’s first published list of nuclear weapon
accidents detailed 13 serious nuclear weapon accidents between 1950-1968. A revised list
released by the Department of Defense in 1980 catalogued 32 accidents between1950-1980—
but failed to include some of the accidents covered in the earlier admission. Many more
potentially catastrophic mishaps were excluded as “nuclear weapons incidents.”
[www.atomicarchive.com]
The Pentagon’s disclaimer was hardly reassuring: “Nuclear weapons are designed with great
care to explode only when deliberately armed and fired. Nevertheless, there is always a
possibility that, as a result of accidental circumstances, an explosion will take place
inadvertently. Such accidents might occur actually in the delivery vehicle, e.g., an airplane .”
[Atomic Energy Commission/Department of Defense The Effects of Nuclear Weapons 1962]

At 4 in the afternoon on March 11, 1958, a B-47 out of Hunter AFB in Savannah, Georgia had
just leveled off at 15,000 feet, when a bomb lock failed and dropped a nuclear bomb on the
suburban neighborhood of Florence, South Carolina. The bomb’s high explosives exploded on
impact, wrecking a house and injuring several people on the ground. The extent of radioactive
contamination was never revealed. [www.vce.com]

Just one month before, two Air Force bombers had collided in mid-air over Savannah, Georgia
crashing a plane carrying a nuclear-capable bomb into the Atlantic Ocean. [Mental Floss
magazine July-Aug/05]
In October 1959, another B-52 bomber carrying two atomic bombs collided with a KC-135
refueling aircraft 32,000 feet over Kentucky. The ensuing crash killed 8 crew members and
“partially burned” one of the nukes.
Five days after Goldsboro was nearly nuked, another B-52 bomber carrying one or more nuclear
bombs exploded in mid-air near Monticello, Utah. No details on radioactivity were released.
[“Report of AF Aircraft Accident,” January 19, 1961; “Missing Airman Found Dead,” The San
Juan Record, Monticello, Utah, January 27, 1961. Cited in Chuck Hansen, “Appendix 3:
Typical U.S. Nuclear Weapon Accidents: 1950-1981, p. 34]
Two months later, in March 1961 near Yuba City, California, another B-52 ran out of fuel
following an emergency decent. Both nuclear weapons onboard were torn from the aircraft on
ground impact, but much to the joy of area residents failed to explode. [www.milnet.com]
In January 1964 a B-52Dog carrying two nuclear weapons crashed near after breaking apart in
turbulent air. [http://en.wikipedia.org]

Two years later, another B-52 bomber carrying four hydrogen bombs on a SAC “Chrome
Dome” alert mission attempted to refuel from a KC-135 tanker flying near Palomares, Spain.
The nozzle of the tanker’s boom ripped open the B-52’s backbone, snapping the bomber into
pieces. The tanker’s 40,000 gallons of jet fuel exploded. The bomber crashed.
Of the four H-bombs onboard, two exploded “conventionally” on impact, dusting Palomares’
fields with plutonium. A third nuclear weapon failed to trip its detonators and remained
relatively intact. The weapon that sank in the Mediterranean took 80 days, 3,000 navy personnel
and 33 navy vessels to recover.

On January 22, 1968 a fire in the navigator’s compartment onboard a B-52 returning to
Greenland from a “Chrome Dome” mission. The giant bomber crashed while attempting an
emergency landing at Thule AFB. At least one bomb’s explosives detonated, scattering highly
radioactive plutonium. The fourth bomb fell into the sea.

Because Greenland is a Danish possession and Denmark forbids nuclear weapons on its
territory, massive anti-US demonstrations erupted in Denmark. A few days after the crash, U.S.
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara ordered all nuclear weapons removed from bombers on
airborne alert. The long range missions were later suspended. One atomic warhead was
eventually recovered by Navy SEALs and Seabees. The other nuke remains at the bottom of
Baffin Bay. [http://en.wikipedia.org]

But airborne nuclear accidents were far from over Stateside. On September 15, 1980 in an
incident headlined, “North Dakota’s Near-Nuclear Disaster,” a B-52H bomber carrying nucleararmed AGM-69 missiles experienced a fuel leak in its number three main wing tank and caught
fire on the ground at Grand Forks AFB in North Dakota. The fire burned for more than three
hours until the fuel flow had ceased. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Director Roger
Batzel later testified that if “the wind was blowing down the axis of the airplane, the whole
aircraft [including its load of nuclear-armed missiles] would have been engulfed in flames.”
[USAF Mishap Report, Headquarters 15th Air Force, March AFB Sept 29/80; Peninsula Times
Tribune Aug 13/91; Typical U.S. Nuclear Weapon Accidents: 1950-1980]
This list of nuclear weapons accidents involving B-52s is far from complete. As Broyhill noted
in his online memoirs, “A Peaceful Profession”—”SAC was prepared to destroy the world to
preserve our way of life.”
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